
Rt. 12, Frederick, Md. 21701 
8/28/75 

hr. Rod Gibson 
1ational enquirer 
600 South east Coast Ave., 
Lantana, Fla. 33462 

Dear Rod, 

Here is thL copy of the Riei transcript. 
It in a copy of the copy I made when I put my original away. I have not had time to try to dig the original mt. I've forgotten wheaeI fleet filed it. 
Perhaps the use 1 ant making An my  writing can be helpful to you. I have a rough draft and on the chance you can use it I'll have it retyped as noon us I can. There are parallels with the other two assazoinationn in this. 
There is reference to protecting the innocent. This LI valid but neither the practise nor the requirement of the law. All that could have been used to impeach any witneee wan the right of the defense under the geneks act. as itLreletes to witnesses more than the bound summaries was the right of the defense. Those pages that were relevant in the 50,000 mentioned were. 
el think it is important to note that there is reference to evidence not used. This was because the defense took the line it aid. The prosecution thus felt it had no need to une the ceiling panels as evidence. However, once it knew there would be appeals, and it did and this transcript is an official rather than a public reference to it, deieroying anything evidentiary was wrong. 
Do I have to tell you that if the evidence supported the official story it would not have been destroyed? 

There is reference to the "mess" if anything were list and to keepYrrnrom handling the actual evidence. The destructions were the very next month and they did, promptly, let people handle the physical evidence. I have other files if you want them but I enceurage you to fast use if you go for this. One of the official defenses when there wore earlier charges of the tainting of evidence is that it had been handled by the people who were supposed not to have been allowed to touch it. 

If you are interested in tne destruction of the second piatol, the one whose number Wolfer attached to his work, I have a copy of the police teletype on its destruction. That it was destroyed is known. I also have copies of charges aelainst Wolfer and of other papers you might find relevant as well as a file of clipainee. 
On the chance you may want this as soon as my friend finishes the search for what you wanted on the military in JF4 I'll have Idelgo through these files and remove the teletype and if it seems likely to interest you, even though in part it has been used, some of the charges. 
I'm sorry all these thing* cone at one time bocauee one in done by not <Wine another. However, I think we'll have what you :,,ant collected over the weekend. 
Because this is an active case, with the next oourt hearing scheduled for the 11th and because it is only n beginning, if you eo for this I do encourage :=our people to speed because the layover Jim rather than the Writer Harold says it can be enough to break the think apert and you'd tide thus have more than a story. 

Haettly, 


